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ABSTRACT
A theoretical analysis of the mechanics of formation
of alternate twist yarns has been carried out for mono-
filament as well as multifilament component strands. The
theoretical results have been verified experimentally
using natural rubber strands and nylon multifilament
yarns.
In the case of monofilament component strands the
theoretical and experimental results are in agreement.
However, in the case of multifilament component strands
the theoretical and experimental results are in agreement
only at low levels of pretwist. The discrepancy between
theoretical and experimental data, at high levels of
pretwist, can be attributed to the effect of friction in
increasing the bending rigidity of the singles yarns.
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Title: Professor of
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I. INTRODUCTION
The production rate in a conventional twisting process
suffers severe limitations. Some of these limitations are:
(1) the rate at which twist can be inserted into the yarn
is limited by the rate at which the take-up package or
spool can be rotated; which, in turn, is limited by the
ability of the yarn to withstand the tensile forces
developed due to ballooning; (2) these tensile forces
referred to above set a practical upper limit on the
take-up package size which is usually relatively small.
Therefore, the relatively small take-up packages must be
removed frequently from the twisting frame, thus lowering
the efficiency of the process.
An alternate twist yarn is a new (7 ) type of twisted
yarns that can be produced by techniques which are not
subject to the above-mentioned limitations. In general,
this yarn may be formed from component strands by axially
twisting at least one component in alternating directions
in lengthwise intervals, attaching the component in the
regions of twist reversal to another one or more
components, which may be similarly twisted or untwisted,
and then releasing the attached component strands to ply
or entwine about one another. Figure (I.1) illustrates a
typical example of the stages of making an alternate twist
yarn formed from two strands equally twisted in alternating
directions in lengthwise intervals, attached together in
the region of twist reversal and then allowed to rotate or
ply until equilibrium is reached.
The object of this work is to investigate, theoretically
and experimentally, the relationship between the twist
inserted in the strands and the resulting ply twist for
both monofilament and multifilament strands.
In order to facilitate the studies, some simplifications
and idealizations in yarn structure, as well as fiber
behavior and properties, had to be made.
It is believed, however, that the analytical
expressions reached can be used, with minor modifications,
for the analysis of snarling mechanisms of monofilament
as well as multifilament strands.
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II. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
The twist inserted in the individual component strands
(A) and (B), shown in stage (1) of Fig. (I.1), in alterna-
ting directions in lengthwise intervals can be regarded
as false twist, i.e., each component strand would rotate
back (untwist) if it is allowed to do so. On the other
hand, if the individually false twisted component strands
are attached together in the regions of twist reversal--
region (c) as shown in stage (2) of Fig. (I.1)--and then
released, they would spontaneously ply or entwine about
one another. This is because prior to releasing the
individually twisted and attached component strands the
unwinding torques developed in the individual component
strands do not counterbalance one another but urge the
combined components to rotate (ply) in the same direction.
As plying or entwining proceeds, the strain energy
associated with the false twisting of the component
strands gradually decreases and, in the meantime, other
forms of strain energy; namely, bending strain energy and
tensile strain energy, gradually increase. The bending
strain energy is developed because the axis of each
strand--which was initially straight--as it lies in the
plied configuration is bent into a helical form. In the
meantime, due to the fact that a helical path between two
points is evidently longer than a straight line path
connecting the same two points, tensile strain energy will
also gradually increase as plying proceeds. According to
the principle of minimum strain energy, the spontaneous
plying of the component strands will proceed until the sum
of the strain energies associated with torsional bending
and tensile strains reaches a minimum. This would then
mean that, for perfectly elastic component strands, once
plying twist helix angle has reached a value where the
total strain energy of the combined component strands is
minimum, any further externally imposed positive or
negative change in ply twist helix angle will result in an
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increase of the total strain energy of the combined system
of strands and, therefore, upon removing the external
forces, the system will return back to the same ply twist
helix angle corresponding to a minimum of the total strain
energy.
The approach that was taken in the analyses of the
mechanics of alternate twist yarns is based on the above-
mentioned principle of minimum strain energy of the combined
system of strands. Therefore, the total strain energy
was expressed as a function of the number of twist turns
inserted in the individual strands, ply twist helix angle,
pretension or pretensile strain applied on the individual
strands, and the strands' geometric and physical properties.
Then, in order to obtain the value of the ply twist helix
angle corresponding to the minimum strain energy configura-
tion, the strain energy function was minimized with respect
to only one variable; namely, the ply twist helix angle.
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III. THE SIMPLE CASE (TWO MONOFILAMENTS)
III.1 ANALYSIS OF GEOMETRY AND STRAINS.
Consider two identical cylindrical strands (a) and
(b), as shown in Fig. (III.1). Initially, the strands are
stress-free and each is of length "Ls ) and radius (Rs )
Let these strands be rigidly held at end B and insert in
each strand a number of S-twist turns (Ts), Fig. (111.2).
In the twisted state a generator, which was a straight
line parallel to the strand's axis in the untwisted state,
assumes the form of a primary right circular helix+ around
the strand's straight axis as shown in Fig. (111.3). From
Fig. (111.3) the twist level of the strand can be defined
as:
deT = dz (radians/unit length) (III.1)
where (8) is the vectorial angle which specifies the
angular rotation of the radius vector (Rs) from the x-axis.
It is assumed that:
(i) no change in length of strands occurs after
twisting, i.e., cross-sectional surfaces remain
at constant distances from each other after
twisting;
(ii) circular cross-sections perpendicular to the
strand's axis remain plane circular cross-
sections after twist is inserted;
(iii) all diameters in the cross--section remain
straight diametral lines after twisting.
+In terms of the parameter (6) the equation of a generator
assuming the form of a right circular helix is:
x = R cos 8
s
y = R sin 8 (111.2)
z = R 6 cot q
where (R ) is the initial (undeformed) radius of the
strand, 16) is the vectorial angle, and (q) is the helix
angle. The geometric analysis of the circular helix is
reviewed in Appendix (A).
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Attach the top ends of the two adjacent, straight and
individually twisted strands to a clamp C. Let clamp C
be rotated a number of turns (Tp) to ply the two strands
together in Z-twist configuration, as shown in Fig. (III.4).
The normal distance between the upper clamp C and the
lower clamp B will be kept constant, namely (Ls ) as before
twisting.
In the plied configuration, the generators on the
surface of the individual strands--which were initially
straight lines parallel to their corresponding straight
axes--assume circularly helical paths, which may be called
secondary helices, around their corresponding helical
axes, which may be called the primary helices. As has
been shown in Fig. (11.3) for the case of a circular helix
with a straight axis, the vectorial angle (8) which the
radius vector makes with the starting x-axis increases as
the curve rises along the z-axis. By analogy, the circular
helix around a circular helix should have the same
geometrical property, i.e., the angle () , which the
vector AB makes with the binormal (b) to the primary helix
should also increase from (u1) at point A, to (42) at
point A2 , as shown in Fig. (III.5), as point A travels
upward along the primary helix. This is accomplished by
defining (W) to be a uni-valued function of (6), so that
for each definite value of (6) there will be one and only
one value of (p), to correspond to point B occupied by
the secondary helix in the normal plane of the primary helix.
The equation that serves the above-.mentioned geometrical
analogy would be of the form;
ý = X8 + 6 (111.3)
where (6 o ) is the initial phase difference between (8)
and (W), and (M) is a constant for a particular ply
configuration depending on the ratio (N's/N ). (N' s) is the
number of turns of the secondary helix, in the plied
configuration, about its curved axis (the primary helix)
per unit length of the primary helix, and (N ) is theP
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Tnumber of turns of the primary helix per unit length
measured along its straight plying axis.
From the definition of twist, earlier described by
equation (III.1), we have:
1 dOeN 1 dz (turns / unit length) (III.4)
and
1 doN' (turns / unit arc length of (111.5)
the primary helix)
where (ds) is the differential arc length of the primary
helix.
From the parametric equations of the right circular
helix (eq. 111.2) we find that the arc length (s) of the
primary helix is:
S = R' 6 cosec Q (III.6)
where (R's) is the radius of the strand in the deformed
state as it lies in the ply, which will be calculated
later, and (Q) is the ply twist helix angle.
From eqs. (111.2), (III.3) and (III.6) we find:
dý = Xde (111.7)
ds = R' cosec Q dO (III.8)
and
dz = R' cot Q dO (III.9)
s
From eqs. (III.4) and (111.5) we obtain:
d = 2.7r N dz
p
and
d4 = 2i N' ds
s
Substituting into (111.7) and making use of (III.8) and
(111.9), we find;
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N.'
s c
-J =cosQ (III.10)
If the initial phase difference (Bo) between (() and (6)
is zero, i.e., at the point (x = R's, y = 0, z = 0) on
the primary helix (at 8 = 0) ( = 0, and thus eo = 0 we get
( = Xe (III.11)
To obtain ((), the angle of rotaticn of vector AB with res-
pect to the binormal (b), per unit arc length of the
primary helix, let us consider a unit arc length of the
primary helix. The vectorial angle (6) corresponding to
this unit arc length will, according to eq. (111.6), be:
sinQ
R'
s
(III.12)
Substituting from eqs. (III.10) and (111.12) into (III.11)
we get:
N'
= s 1 sinQ (radians/unit length)
N cosQ R'p s
(III.13)
However;
T - T
N' = p
s L'
s
where (L' = L sec Q) is
in the ply, hence
N' = (Ns - N )
s s p
where
(III.14)
the strand's length as it lies
cos Q (III.15)
(III.16)
T
sN -
s L
and
T
N = tanQp L 2iR'
S
and thus
sinQ
= 27 N cosQ , (radians/inch)s R
s
To obtain the effective angle of twist per unit
-12-
(III.17)
(III.18)
length,
(eff), which will later be used in calculation of shear
strain energy, we have to superpose on (0) given by
eq. (111.18) the geometric S-twist resulting from buckling
of the strand in the form of a Z-primary helix, which is
given by (sinQ/R' - sinQ cosQ/R's). Therefore, theS S
effective angle of twist per unit length is
+(sinQ sinQ cosQ
Seff R R's s
sinQ cosQ
eff= 2Ns - sinQ cosQ (radians/inch) (111.19)
(5)From elementary theory of strength of materials (5 )
the shear strain (y) at a radius (r) in a twisted solid
circular shaft is found to be proportional to the radius
(r) as shown in eq. (III.20);
7 = Qeff r (111.20)
and therefore the shear stress (T) and the twisting
moment (Mt) are;
S= Gy = Gf f r (III.21)eff
Mt = GIeff  (III.22)
where (G) is the modulus of rigidity and (Ip) is the
polar moment of inertia of section.
By analogy, the twisting moment (Mt ) developed in
each strand as it lies in the ply, as a Sfunction of
(9eff) would be;eff
ts s P ff
Geometric twist resulting from helical buckling of an
initially straight strand into a helix without relative
rotation of ends is given in Appendix (B).
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where (Gs ) is the modulus of rigidity of the strand and
(I ) is the polar moment of inertia of the strand'sps
cross-section
Ps 2
As each strand follows a helical path, tensile and
bending strains are developed. The tensile strain (cs
can be calculated from;
L' - L L'
s s s
- - 1 (111.24)
s L L
s s
where CL's) is the extended length of the strand as it
lies in the ply. From Fig. (III.6), (L's) can be expressed
in terms of (Ls ) and (Q) as follows:
L' = L secQ (111.25)
Substituting from (111.25) into (II.24) we obtain:
= (secQ - i) (III.26)
The deformed radius of the strand (R's) can now beS
calculated from (111.26) in the following way;
R' -R
s s
= - v = - v(secQ - 1)R s
s
i.e.,
R's = Rs( - v[secQ - 1]) (11I.27)
where (v) is Poisson's ratio.
The bending moment (MB ) developed due to bending of
the individual strand can bs expressed(6) in terms of the
radius of curvature (ps) of the strand's axis as it lies
in the ply, as follows:
M = E Is/P (111.28)
where Es) is the modulus of elasticity, (I s ) is the
where (ES) is the modulus'of elasticity, (Is) is the
-14-
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AL
diametral moment of inertia of the strand's cross-section,
r(R' )4
I s 4 and (PS) expressed in terms of (Q) and
(R's) is given by;
sSP = (111.29)s sin 2Q
III.2 STRAIN ENERGY AND MINIMUM STRAIN ENERGY
PRINCIPLE
Assuming that the material ot the strands is elastically
isotropic, the strain energy stored in each strand can be
calculated, as a function of the ply twist helix angle
(Q), as follows:
A. Tensile Strain Energy. The strain energy per
unit volume stored in a body under uniaxial loading is
given(8) by (1/2 E E2 ) where (E) is the modulus of
elasticity and (C) the normal strain. By analogy, the
tensile strain energy stored in each strand as a function
of (Q) is:
1 2 2Tensile Strain Energy (T.S.E.):=-Es 2 (TRL (111.30)
•"" 2 s s(•RsLs) (
Substituting from eq. (111.26) into (111.30) we obtain:
1 2 2T.S.E. = 2Es(sec Q-l) 2 RsLs (III.31)2s s s
If, however, prior to individually :wisting the strands,
each strand is extended by a distance (ALs ) , the expression
for tensile strain energy would be modified in the following
way:
From Fig. (111.7)
L's = (Ls + ALs) secQ (111.32)
Therefore
See Appendix (A)
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L' -L L' AL
Es L - -1 = [secQ1 + L -1]
s s s
and the tensile strain energy would be:
AL
T.S.E. = E (secQ + s secQ - 1)2 TR 2 L2 s L s s
(111.33)
(III.34)
Equation (111.34) reduces to (III.31) for the case
ALs = 0, i.e., no tensile prestrain. On the other hand,
eq. (111.27) should also be modified to;
AL
R'= R ( - v[secQ + s secQ - ])s s L
s
(111.35)
B. Bending Strain Energy. The strain energy per unit
length stored in a bent beam is given(5) by (I MB E•)
where (MB) is the bending moment and (EI) is the bending
rigidity of the beam. Similarly the strain energy stored
in each strand, as it lies in the ply, due to bending is:
Bending strain energy (B.S.E.) = E I
s s s
(II.36)
Substituting from Eqs. (III.28), (11I.29) and (111.32)
into (III.36) we obtain:
1 (sinQ)4S.E. =1 E I (sinQ)  (L + tL ) secQB.S.E. 2 ss(R )2 s  s
S
(111.37)
C. Shear Strain Energy. For a twisted shaft, the
shear strain energy per unit length is given(5) by
1 2 1SM t GI where (Mt ) is the twisting moment and (GI ) is
the toriional rigidity. Similarly, the shear strain
energy in each strand as it lies in the ply is:
L'1 2 sShear strain energy (S.S.E.) = Mt G (111.38)
s s p5
Substituting from eqs. (111.19), (111.23) and (111.32)
into (111.38) we get:
1 G I sinQ cosQ
2 ss R s ~s [ 2
(III.39)
-17-
1
From eqs. (111.34), (III.37) and (III.39) the total
strain energy (S) per strand, as a function of the ply
twist helix angle (Q), is:
1 AL 2 2
S = Es (secQ + secQ - 1) iR L
s5
+ E1 I (sinQ) 4 (L + AL ) secQ (III.40)SsinQ cosQR s
1 I (2N cosQ sinQ cosQ) (L + AL ) secQ+2Gs (2N cs - R's  S s
Using eqs. (III.34), (III.37), (III.39) and (III.40) a
plot of the tensile strain energy (T.S.E.), bending strain
energy (B.S.E.), shear strain energy (S.S.E.) and total
strain energy (S) vs. the ply twist helix angle (Q) for
the case;
ALs = 0.0 (in)
L = 10.0 (in)
N = 1.0 (turns/in)
Es = 300.0 (psi) (111.41)
Gs = 100.0 (psi)
v = 0.5
R = 0.1 (in)
is shown in Fig. (111.8). The total strain energy (S)
possesses a minimum at a certain value of (Q) where
= 0 . This, according to the minimum strain energy
principle, means that theplied system possesses a stable
equilibrium state at that particular value of the ply
twist helix angle (Q) corresponding to a minimum of the
total strain energy (S). Therefore, a computer program
was designed(9) for finding (Q) corresponding to minimum
strain energy of the plied system.
See Appendix (C)
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If ALs / 0 in (111.41), i.e., a pretensile or a
precompressive normal strain is applied to the filaments
prior to ply twisting, the magnitude of the minimum strain
energy as well as the value of (Q) corresponding to the
equilibrium position should change in a manner that is
dependent on the sign of ALs . If ALs is positive, i.e.,
a pretensile strain is applied to the filaments, the total
strain energy at the equilibrium position should be higher
than that for the case ALs = 0. If, however, ALs is
negative, i.e., a precompressive normal strain is applied
to the filaments, the total strain energy at the equili-
brium position should be lower than that for the case
AL s = 0.
Figures (III.9) and (III.10) show plots of (T.S.E.),
(B.S.E.), (S.S.E.) and (S) vs (Q) for AL = +0.5 and -0.5
inches, i.e., a pretensile strain of +5% and a pre-
compressive strain of -5% respectively.
From Figs. (111.8), (111.9) and (III.10) it can be
concluded that subjecting the filaments to a tensile axial
strain prior to entwining will result in a lower ply
twist helix angle and a higher magnitude of the total
strain energy at equilibrium position, and vice versa
for a precompressive axial strain.
This conclusion has been experimentally verified, in
Section (111.3).
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111.3 EXPERIMENTAL WORK.
111.3.1 Material for Experimental Work:
Natural rubber strands of circular cross section
were used. Their properties and dimensions are as follows:
1. Stress-Strain Properties:
A stress-strain curve is shown in Fig. (III.11);
from which the following characteristics are obtained:
a. Initial (Young's) modulus Es = 250.5 psi
b. Taking Poisson's ratio v = 0.5, the shear
modulus Gs = Es/2(l+v) = 83.5 psi
c. Ultimate breaking stress = 604.75 psi
d. Ultimate breaking strain = 425%.
2. Geometric Properties:
a. Radius R = 4.785x10 -2 inches
s 2b. Cross-sectional area 7R = 7.193x10- 3 sq.in.s
111.3.2 Experimental Techniques:
The jaws of a table model Instron tester were used
as clamps for the rubber strands. Two straight, twist-
less, and axially stress-free cylindrical rubber strands
were clamped between the upper and lower jaws of the
Instron tester. The initial spacing between the jaws
was 14 inches, i.e. Ls = 7 inches. At the middle point
of each strand, false pretwist (Ts) number of turns were
inserted, and the two strands were attached together by a
light weight clamp fitted with a needle pointer that
reads fractions of ply twist rotation turns on a pro-
tractor, as shown in Fig. (111.12). The pretwisted and
attached-together strands were then allowed to entwine
spontaneously on one another, as shown in Fig. (III.13),
and the total number of ply twist turns (Tp) was then
counted. Fractions (if any) of a turn of ply twist turns
were read on the protractor as shown in Fig. (III.14).
In cases of applying a tensile prestrain of 5% and 10%
to the strands, the bottom jaw of the Instron tester was
lowered--after the stress-free strands were clamped--by
the amount required to produce the prescribed strain, i.e.
-23-
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To check the experimental results against the theoreti-
cally expected ones, the values of Es, Gs , v, ALs , Ns '
L and R were fed into the computer (the program used
s s
is shown in Appendix C) and plots of theoretical and
experimental data were obtained.
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0.7 and 1.4 inches respectively, and the same procedure
described above was then followed.
For each experiment the following data were
111.3.3 Experimental Results and Discussions:
Figures (111.15) and (111.16) show the theoretical
and experimental data of the relationship between the
magnitudes of the strand's pretwist and the resultant ply
twist at equilibrium state for the cases of ALs/L s = 0.0,
0.05 and 0.10. As shown therein, the experimental and
theoretical data are in agreement for the case
ALs/L s = 0.0, i.e., no tensile prestrain applied to the
strands. However, for the cases LLs/L s = 0.05 and 0.10,
i.e., tensile prestrains of 5% and 10% respectively are
applied to the strands, the theoretical and experimental
results are in agreement at low values of twist, and as the
strand's pretwist turns per inch increases, the experi-
mental data show a higher resultant ply twist than what is
theoretically expected. The reason for this discrepancy
may be attributed to the nature of the stress-strain
behavior of the rubber stands used. This is explained in
the following way: from Fig. (III.11) it can be seen that
linearity of the stress-strain curve of the rubber strands
ceases at e = 10.94%, i.e., the relation;
fades  = EsEs
is valid only in the range 0 ( es ( 0.1094, and
s > 0.1094 Es>0.1094
sI ades <1 EsESI
E = 0 E =0
s s
Therefore, the actual tensile strain energy developed in
the individual strands as plying proceeds is less than
the theoretically calculated one, based on the intiial
modulus of the material Es, if Es exceeds 0.1094. Hence,
the spontaneous entwining of the filaments on one another
should proceed to a higher ply twist helix angle until the
equilibrium position of minimum strain energy is reached.
-28-
To prove this let us consider the experimental points A
and B shown in Fig. (111.15). The total tensile strain
to which an individual strand is subjected as it lies
in the ply--which can be calculated from eq. (III-33)--
is 11.15% at point A and 21.31% at point B, which is
obviously beyond the range of linearity of the stress-
strain curve. It is also worth noting that the discrepancy
between the experimental and theoretical data should
increase as the difference between the strain to which the
strands are subjected as they lie in the ply and the
linearity limit--obtained from the stress-strain curve--
increases. This is shown by comparison of the differences
between the theoretical and experimental data at points A
and B in Fig. (I1.15).
Figure (111.17) shows the relation between the ratio
(N p/N s ) of the ply twist turns/inch at equilibrium (Np)
and the singles pretwist turns/inch (Ns). For all cases
of prestrain, the ratio (Np/Ns) decreases as Ns increases.
This phenomenon can be explained with reference to Figs.
(111.8), (111.9) and (III.10) which show that the rate of
increase of both the tensile and bending strain energies
increases as (Q) increases and hence the rate of increase
of the ply twist corresponding to the equilibrium position
should decrease as the strand's pretwist is increased.
Figure (111.18) shows theoretical data of the strain
energy of an individual filament as it lies in the ply
in the equilibrium position. As shown therein, for the
same (Ns ) the total strain energy at equilibrium is higher
for the cases of a tensile prestrain of 5% and 10%, since
the strain energy associated with the applied tensile
prestrain is superposed on the tensile strain energy
developed due to plying. In fact, the data shown in
Figs. (III.16) and (111.18) confirm the previously dis-
cussed conclusion, in Section (111.2), that subjecting
the filaments to a tensile axial prestrain prior to
entwining should result in a lower ply twist helix angle
and a higher magnitude of the total strain energy at
equilibrium position.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Ls - Strand or monofilament free length (inch)
R - Strand or monofilament initial (undeformed)radius
s
(inch)
T - Total number of pretwist turns inserted in each
strand
Ns  Number of pretwist turns/unit length of strand's
length prior to plying (turns/inch)
Mt - Twisting moment applied to the strand or mono-
s filament (Zbf. inch)
T - Twist of the primary circular helix (radians/inch)
e - Vectorial angle of the primary circular helix
q . Helix angle of the primary circular helix
T E Total number of ply twist turns
P
N Number of ply twist turns/unit length or number of
p
turns of the primary helix per unit length
measured along its straight plying axis (turns/inch)
S - Arc length of the primary helix (inch)
Q - Ply twist helix angle
R Deformed radius of strand or monofilament (inch)
sLs EExtended length of the strand as it lies in the ply
(inch)
b - Unit binormal vector of the primary helix
t E Unit tangent vector of the primary helix
n H Unit normal vector of the primary helix
€ Vectorial angle of the secondary helix measured
with respect to the binormal to its axis (the
primary helix)
A E A parameter relating the vectorial angles 8 and p
e0 The initial phase difference between e and 4
N' = Number of turns of the secondary helix around the
primary helix per unit arc length of the primary
helix (turns/inch)
eff- Effective angle of twist per unit length of the
strand as it lies in the ply
-34-
y - Shear strain
r - Radius (inch)
T - Shear stress (psi)
I E Polar moment of inertia of section (in4 )p
I = Diametral moment of inertia of section (in4 )
Mt E Twisting moment (Zbf. inch)
G E Modulus of rigidity (psi)
Mt - Twisting moment developed in each strand as it
lies in the ply (£bf. inch)
MB E Bending moment (Zbf. inch)
E - Modulus of elasticity (psi)
I -Polar moment of inertia of the strand's cross-
section (in4 )
Is  Diametral moment of inertia of the strand's
cross-section (in4 )
v - Poisson's ratio
E - Normal strain
MB - Bending moment developed in each strand as it
s lies in the ply (ebf. in)
Ps Radius of curvature of the strand's axis as it
lies in the ply (inch)
G s  - Modulus of rigidity of the strand (psi)
Es  - Modulus of elasticity of the strand (psi)
ES Tensile strain of the strands
T.S.E. - Tensile strain energy stored in each strand
(£bf. inch)
ALs  - Prestretch of each strand prior to twist
insertion (inch)
B.S.E. H Bending strain energy stored in each strand
(£bf. inch)
S.S.E. - Shear strain energy stored in each strand
(£fb. inch)
S - Total strain energy stored in each strand
(£fb. inch)
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IV. THE CASE OF TWO MULTIFILAMENT YARNS
IV.1 YARN GEOMETRY AND STRUCTURAL ASSUMPTIONS
The yarn geometry and filament behavior assumed in
the following analysis are idealized ones, described as
follows:
1. The filaments are assumed circular in cross-
section and uniform along their axes, with their diameters
negligibly small compared to the yarn diameter. A
multifilament singles yarn is also assumed uniform along
its length and its cross-sectional outline is circular.
2. In a twisted multifilament singles yarn, the
axis of each filament forms a perfect circular helix
around the yarn axis, as shown in Fig. (IV.1), and the
filaments are packed in a close hexagonal arrangement
such that the maximum packing density in the yarn cross-
section is obtained.
3. Complete freedom of relative filament motion is
d~·-·lh
4. In a straight plied yarn, the axis of each
filament forms a circular helix (which will be called the
secondary helix) around another perfect circular helix
(which will be called the primary helix) formed by the
axis of the multifilament singles yarn, as shown in
Fig. (IV.2).
5. Filaments are assumed to be elastically iso-
tropic and to exhibit a linear stress-strain behavior.
IV.2 STRAINS AND STRAIN ENERGY OF FILAMENTS IN A
STRAIGHT TWISTED MULTIFILPMENT SINGLES YARN
Consider a bundle comprised of (Nf) straight and
parallel filaments, which are packed in a close hexagonal
arrangement. Each filament is of free length (Lf) and
radius (rf). Let this bundle of filaments be held between
two grippers (I) and (II), as shown in Fig. (IV.3). The
distance between the grippers (LH) can be different from
-36-
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(Lf), i.e. the filaments--as being held between grippers
(I) and (II)--may be subjected to either tension or
compression.
Now, let us rotate gripper (II) a number of turns,
relative to gripper (I), equal to (NyLH) where (Ny)
is the number of turns inserted in the bundle of filaments
per unit length measured along the axis A-A, shown in Fig.
(IV.3). As a result, the filaments will be subjected to
tensile, bending and torsional strains.
A. Tensile Strains and Strain Energy. We are going to
assume that if we take a small longitudinal portion of the
twisted yarn, we will find that its geometry satisfies
the idealized yarn geometry described earlier (in
Section IV.1). If this portion of the yarn is of length
(P), then the number of singles twist turns inserted in
this same portion is (PN y). Again, we are assuming that Ny
is uniform along the entire length of the twisted yarn.
Now, let us consider a filament for which the circular
helix assumed by its axis is of radius (R). The tensile
strain to which this filament is subjected can be calcu-
lated in the tollowing way: From Fig. (IV.4), the
extended length of the filament (AC), in the helical
configuration = P 1 + 4TR2N2  (I- )
However, because (Lf) is in general different from (LH),
the undeformed length of the filament (Po) can be obtained
from the relation;
P L
o - (IV-2)P L
From eqs. (IV-1) and (IV-2), the filament tensile strain
(Ef) is:
PYI + 4T2R2N2 _ P
f P
P1l + 4T2R2N2 '- P(L(/L)
E = - -y r- " H
P (L f/LH)
LH
Ef = L- sec. (L) - 1 (IV-3)f
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where 6 is the helix angle of the filament axis. The
strain energy per filament due to tensile strain (Etf)
is:
1 2Etf = EfEf (volume of filament)
L
E LE L sec(e)- l]r fLf (IV-4)tf 2 f-f f
where Ef is the modulus of elasticity and rf is the fila-
ment radius. For an annular element (4 ) of the yarn
cross-sectional area (dR) in thickness and of 27R units
of length in circumference, the number of filaments
which would be enclosed (dNf) is:
Nf
dNf = - 27R dR cose (IV-5)
y
Assuming that the yarn radius (Ry) remains constant and
unaffected by twist , the tensile strain energy of the
filaments, enclosing in the annular ring considered,
would be:
L
d(T.S.E.) = dNf[2 Ef( L sec0-1) 2 wrf Lf
N LH 2
= - R dR cosO Ef Frf Lf LH ) sec28 + 1 -
y f
- 2() sec] (IV-6)
**
Expressing (8) in eq. (IV-6) in terms of (R and N )
we get:
It has been found (see Appendix D) that for low and
medium values of twist factor, the change in yarn
radius due to twist insertion can be neglected.
** 1
cose = 1
(1+4 2R2N )1/2
y
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N L 2
d(T.S.E.) = R R E f rf Lf[ (+4 R22 /
+ 2 - 2()]dR (IV-7)(1+472 2 2 1/2 Ly
(3)Integrating eq. (IV-7) between the limits R=O and
R=Ry, the total tensile strain energy (T.S.E.), would be:
R=R
(T.S.E.) = d(T.S.E.)
R=O
R=R
T.S.E. = E rHL 2 2f N1/Y2 + R
R=O (1+4 RN) y
-2R (LH]dR
T.S.E. = E frfLfLf 1222N ~ 4 N -2
S ' (1+4aRN 1/-1 - L R (Iv- 8)
y f
As mentioned earlier, the change in yarn radius R
Y
due to twist insertion is assumed negligible, and there-
fore R in eq. (IV-8) will be taken as the yarn radius
with zero twist, (see eq. (D-5) in Appendix D), i.e.,
R = r (IV-9)
where (k) is the packing density of the singles yarn
cross-section. Equation (IV-8) can also be written in
terms of the yarn surface helix angle (8s ) as follows:
-42-
WTr T
T.S.E. = R2 Ef L12N 2  sec -1 )
Y Y
+ secs - H R (IV-10)
B. Bending Strains and Strain Energy.
For an isotropically elastic rod bent to a large
radius of curvature (large with respect to its cross-
sectional dimensions) the bending moment (MB) required
for elastic equilibrium is:
EIM = (IV-11)B p
where (p) is the radius of curvature of the rod's axis
in the bent state. (E) is the modulus of elasticity,
assumed constant with strain (tensile and compressive)
and (I) is the cross-sectional moment of inertia about
the neutral axis in the plane of bending.
Applying eq. (IV-11) to the case of a bent filament
as it lies in an idealized twisted straight multi-
filament singles yarn, we get:
M/ E If sin 28 (IV-12)
MBf E f/f = Ef f Rf
where (MBf) is the bending moment acting on the fila-
ment, (Ef) is the modulus of elasticity of the filament,
(If),is the diametral cross-sectional moment of inertia
of the filament (7r 4/4) and (pf) is the radius of(2)curvature of the filament's axis which assumes the
form of a right circular helix of radius R and helix angle
e. Substituting in eq. (IV-12) for sine = 2nRN ,+4T2R2•',
we get:
4 2RN
S= E= I, 2 ,1 (IV-13)
D f f k±TF ±Ln "v)
From eq. (IV-13) the bending strain energy (Eb ) per
f
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runit length (5 ) of the filament measured along the
filament's curved axis is:
(Eb) per unit length = MB/2 Ef Iff f
1674R2N
- EI (IV-14)2 f f(l+4TrZR2N2)2Y
However, the length of a filament whose axis assumes a
right circular helix of radius R and helix angle 8 per
unit length of twisted singles yarn is (sece), and
therefore the bending strain energy per filament is:
8 EfIfTr4R 2 N LH( Eb +4 sec (IV-15)f (1+4Tr2 RN)2
Applying eq. (IV-5), the bending strain energy for the
filaments enclosed by the annular ring described earlier
would be:
d(B.S.E.) = (dNf) (Ebf)
N 16 E I 4R N
R (+4 ) LH dR (IV-16)R2 (l+4Tr2R4NZ Y Hy y
Integrating (3) eq. (IV-16) between the limits R=O and
R=Ry, the total bending strain energy (B.S.E.) would
be:
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R=R
(B.S.E.) = d(B.S.E.)
R=0
R=R
= - 16 E fI rN 4 LH N(1+4'  RN ) dR
Y R=0
Nf 1
= 16 E fI T 4NL 1R2 ff y H 321r4N (+42rR 2 N )
R=R
+ 32 7N 4  rn (1+4W2 R2Ny) j
Y R=O
2 EIf LH  n sec e - sin' 8  (IV-17)
where 8s is the singles yarn surface helix angle.
C. Shear Strains and Strain Energy.
To calculate the filament's shear strain and shear
strain energy due to twisting the singles yarn, we have
to first calculate ($eff) the effective angle of twist
per unit length of the filament's curved axis. For a
twisted singles yarn of length LH and Ny number of turns
per unit length, the length of a filament whose axis
assumes the form of a helix with a helix angle e, is
(LH sece). The effective angle of twist per unit
length ( eff) is the angle of twist per unit length due to
twisting of the yarn less the angle of twist per unit
length due to buckling of the initially straight filament
into a helical form, (see eq. (B-5) in Appendix B), i.e.
-45-
y2TNH [sine sine cose
eff L sece R R
radians/unit length (IV-18)
The twisting moment (Mt ) developed in each filament as
it lies in the twisted singles yarn is:
Mtf= GI eff (IV-19)
where (Gf) is the modulus of rigidity of the filament
and (I ) is the polar7 moent of inertia of the filament's
cross-section, (I = ).
Pf 2
Using eqs. (IV-18) and (IV-19), the shear strain energy
(Es ) per unit length (5) of the filament, measured along
fthe filament's curved axis, is:
2(Es ) per unit length = Mtf/2Gf Ipf
1 2
2 f f eff
1 I 2Nco sine sine cos_
- f N cos R + R (IV-20)
Substitutingy 2R'
1 Fsine cosel(E ) per unit length = GI P sin (IV-21)sff R
However, the length of a filament whose axis assumes a
right circular helix of radius R and helix angle e per
unit length of twisted singles yarn is (sec6), and
therefore the shear strain energy per filament is:
1 sine cos6(EB )  1 G Ip R LH sece (IV-22)
Again, applying eq. (IV-5) the shear strain energy for
the filaments enclosed by the annular ring previously
-46-
described is:
d(S.S.E.) = (d Nf) Ef)
N 2
=- f-- GfI LH sin R dR (IV-23)
Substituting for sine = 2rRNy/J1+4Z2R2N2. and
cose = 1/ 1+4'2R'N2 in eq. (IV-23) and integrating (3)
between the limits R=O and R=R , the total shear strainy
energy (S.S.E.) would be:
R=R
S.S.E. - G I L Tf N dRR2  f H y (+4Tr 2R 2N 2  dR
R=O
R=R
f 2 1 1
4N Gf I fL H 8 2N2 (1+4 Y
R=0
N f G 1 ]
2R Gf I LH  (l+4i 2 R2 N2Y Y) y
1 NfS2 f GfIpfL sin 2g (IV-24)
y f
From eqs. (IV-10), (IV-17) and (IV-24) the total strain
energy (s) of all filaments in a straight twisted multi-
filament singles yarn is:
yy fL L 1
1 LH  2
+ 42N2 (sec8s - 1) - RY f y
N E N LH
+ 7_ EfIfLH n sec2 - sin 8 +2RfI H in28 (IV-25)yysP s
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IV.3. APPLICATION OF MINIMUM STRAIN ENERGY PRINCIPLE TO
THE ALTERNATE TWIST YARN SYSTEM
Consider an alternate twist yarn (as described earlier
in Chapter I) formed from two multifilament singles yarns
axially false twisted (Nyi ) number of turns per unit
length, attached to one another in the region of twist
reversal and then released to entwine spontaneously
about one another forming a ply yarn. This spontaneous
entwining of the singles yarns can be regarded as a
necessary movement of the released system of pretwisted
and attached-together singles yarns to reach the state
of minimum strain energy. In other words, the ply twist
helix angle at equilibrium state should correspond to a
minimum of the total strain energy of the singles yarns
in the plied configuration. Therefore, the total strain
energy (s) of all filaments in the plied state has to
be expressed as a function of the ply twist helix angle
(Q). The value of (Q) that corresponds to a minimum of
the total strain energy (s) is the angle of ply twist
at the equilibrium state.
Since the geometry of a filament in a ply yarn is
complicated, it has been suggested to utilize the ex-
pression for the total strain energy of all filaments in
a straight singles yarn, eq. (IV-25), modified to account
for the change in the singles yarn twist and length as
plying proceeds, together with the strain energy
associated with the bending of the singles yarn to a radius
of curvature (Ry/sin2Q) due to plying, to obtain an
expression for the total strain energy of the singles yarn
in the plied state. For a straight alternate-twist plied
yarn of length LH and helix angle (Q), the straightened
length of each singles yarn is:
LH = LH secQ (IV-26)
and the number of effective twist turns per unit length
in each singles yarn as it lies in the ply is:
-48-
SNy -N sinQ cosQN Yi 2=R (IV-27)
y
where (Nyi ) is the number of pretwist turns per unit
length inserted in each singles yarn.
Equations (IV-26) and (IV-27) are the above-
mentioned modifications, in eq. (IV-25), to account for
the effect of plying on N and LH . It is assumed that
no flattening of the singles yarns occur when they are
plied. This assumption has been found to be true as
illustrated in the photographs, Figs. (IV.5) and (IV.6),
of an alternate twist yarn formed from two multifilament
singles yarns, for which N = 61 filaments and Ny= 1.44
turns/inch.
Now, the strain energy associated with the bending
of the singles yarn to a radius of curvature (Ry /sin 2Q)
due to plying is:
1 (EI) (sinQ)(EI)Y2 y R2
where (EI) is the bending rigidity of the singles yarn
assuming complete freedom of motion between the
individual filaments, which is given by Platt et al(11 )
as:
(E)y =N 1 2Pn sec28 - 3 sin 2  + (l-cos 46)(EI) f tan2s
tan28 s cosl
x 2(1 
- cos8s)
s s
f Pf 2 tan2 s
tan (lcos)2s cos6
x 2s S (IV-28)
Since we are assuming that the change in yarn radius due
to twisting is negligible, the bracketed term
-49-
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tanz s coess
2(1-coses )
in eq. (IV-28) will be omitted. Using eqs. (IV-25) and
(IV-28), after the bracketed term has been omitted, the
total strain energy of all filaments in the singles yarn
as it lies in the ply (s), as a function of the ply twist
helix angle (Q), is:
N L 2
S = • Ef7rrLf f ) H) 122 TNz (7sec{s - 1)
y f y
4 ir2N (secs-) Lf R Yy f
/1 Nf+ -R EfIfLH £n seczes - sin2es
1 EfIf [2 kn sec 2es - 3 sin 2  + (1-cos 4 s 1
tan2 8 s
__-__ I
sin ti (-cos d ) xn sec 5s  sin 4Q
+ I Gf 2 tan28
+fPf f 2tan R2
s y
N1 f
+2 R2 GfIpfL sin (IV-29)
y f
where: LH = LH secQ
N = N sinQ cosQ
y Yi 2Ryy
27R N
and 8 = sin -i
1+4'.2R2 N N
yy
Now that we have the total strain energy (S) as a function
of only one variable, namely (Q), we can obtain the ply
twist helix angle corresponding to the equilibrium state
by a minimization process as previously discussed in
Section (111.2). Therefore a computer program (see
-51-
Appendix E) was designed(9) for finding (Q) corresponding
to a minimum of the strain energy of the plied system.
It is worth noting that LH is treated as a constant
and is obtained from experimental measurements, as will
be explained later in Section (IV.4.2).
IV. 4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
IV.4.1 MATERIAL FOR EXPERIMENTAL WORK.
Nylon filaments of circular cross section were
used to make multifilament singles yarns. Their pro-
perties and dimensions are as follows:
1. Stress-strain properties:
A stress-strain curve is shown in Fig. (IV.7),
from which the following characteristics are obtained:
a. Initial (Young's) modulus Ef = 6.92919x10spsi
r1_-;ý rt 0n ýIr 4 th " 1 A A -% h
. a ng o sson s ra r
modulus Gf = Ef/2 (l+v) = 2.47471x10spsi
c. Ultimate breaking stress = 67560psi
d. Ultimate breaking strain = 25.4%.
2. Geometric properties:
-3
a MRL"adtius rL = 7xJ0 inches
2
b. Cross-sectional area rf = 38.4845x10-6 sq. in.
IV.4.2 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES.
Twistless singles yarns comprising 37, 61 and 91
filaments were made of the nylon filaments described
earlier. Each yarn was fitted with a light weight wire
pointer, heat sealed to its end. Two identical twistless
singles yarns were clamped--adjacent to one another--by
the upper jaw of the Instron tester. The lower jaw of
the Instron was then moved up to touch the free ends of
the singles yarns. Each yarn was then individually
i
As shown in Fig. (IV.7), the stress-strain curve of
the nylon filaments used is linear up to a strain
of 1.4%.
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twisted Nyi turns/inch, the two pointers were attached
to each other, and then the two yarns were released to
entwine spontaneously about one another to reach an
angle of ply twist corresponding to a minimum of the
strain energy, i.e., to reach the equilibrium state. The
total number of ply twist turns was then counted.
Fractions (if any) of a turn of ply twist turns were
read on the protractor as shown in Fig. (IV.8). The
lower jaw of the Instron tester was then moved up to
touch the free end of the plied yarn--since contraction
due to plying should lift up the free ends of the singles
yarns, as shown in Fig. (IV.9). The length of the plied
yarn LH is obtained by subtracting the upward displace-
ment of the Instron's lower jaw from the initial free
length of the twistless singles yarns Lf.
For each experiment, the following data were recorded:
LH, N p Ny i , Nf and Lf. To check the experimental results
against the theoretically expected ones, the values of
Ef Gf rf, Lf , LH, Nf and Nyi were fed into the computer
(the program used is shown in Appendix E) and plots of
theoretical and experimental data were obtained.
IV.4.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS.
Figures (IV.10), (IV.1), and (IV.12) show the
experimental and theoretical data of the relationship
between the singles yarn pretwist Nyi and the resultant
ply yarn twist at the equilibrium state (Np ), for the
casds Nf = 37, 61 and 91 filaments respectively.
Figures (IV.13), (IV.14) and (IV.15) show the experimental
and theoretical relations between the singles yarn pre-
twist twist factor and the ply yarn twist factor when the
equilibrium state is reached, for Nf = 37, 61 and 91
filaments respectively. It is noticed that the experi-
mental and theoretical results are in agreement at very
low twist levels and that the difference between the
experimental and theoretical results increases as the
singles yarn pretwist increases. The reason for this
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freedom of motion between the filaments, the theoretical
value of (EI)y is smaller than the actual one since
friction is unavoidably present in the latter case.
Therefore, in theory, plying should continue to a higher
ply twist helix angle than in the actual case, to reach
the equilibrium state, because the bending strain energy
of a yarn with friction is greater than that for the same
yarn without friction bent to the same curvature. On the
other hand, as friction between the filaments increases
the bending rigidity of the yarn should increase. There-
fore, the discrepancy between the experimental and
theoretical data should be greater as the pretwist turns/
inch in the singles yarns is increased and hence friction
between the filaments increases as a result of the
increased radial compressive forces associated with the
increase in twist of the singles yarns.
Figures (IV .16), (IV.17) and (IV.18) show the
relation between the ratio (Np/Ny i ) and Nyi for
Nf = 37, 61 and 91 filaments respectively. The interesting
feature of these figures is that the ratio N p/Ny i (on the
theoretical curve) may exceed unity. This might then
be misunderstood that the initially S-pretwisted singles
yarn has become Z-twisted as it lies in the ply at the
equilibrium state. To prove that such reversal of twist
sign does not occur, the number of the remaining turns
per. inch in the singles yarn as i-: lies in the ply has
been calculated from eq. (IV-27), where Q is now.the ply
twist helix angle at equilibrium. The results of these
theoretical calculations are shown in Fig. (IV.19). As
shown therein, the remaining number of turns per unit
length in the singles yarn as it lies in the ply is never
negative and hence no twist sign reversal.
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discrepancy is explained in the following way: Since
in the theoretical analysis we are assuming complete
aeqqS uinrqTTTnba ;a.i; *4e ( N/IN)
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2
N E total number of filaments in a multifilamentf
singles yarn
Lf free length (under no external stresses) of
straight filament (inch)
rf filament radius (inch)
N = number of singles yarn twist turns per unity
length of twisted yarn length (turns/inch)
Ef filament's modulus of elasticity (psi)
R - radius of circular helix assumed by filament
axis (inch) 0 < R < R
Y
R E radius of twisted singles yarn (inch)Y
8 - helix angle of the primary helix assumed by the
filament's axis in a twisted straight multifila-
ment singles yarn. O < 8 .< e
8s  helix angle of the primary helix assumed by the
axis of the outermost filament in a twisted
straight multifilament yarn
LH  E length of straight singles yarn (inch)
L'H length of straight plied yarn (inch)H -
P H length of a portion of the straight singles yarn
(inch)
Po undeformed length of a filament in a portion of
singles yarn of length P (inch)
• filament tensile strain
Es E shear strain energy per filament (Zbf. inch)
E t E tensile strain energy per filament (Zbf. inch)
Eb - bending strain energy per filament (Zbf. inch)
k - packing density of the singles yarn cross-section
MB E bending moment (tbf. inch)
E H modulus of elasticity (psi)
I E diametral moment of inertia of section (in4 )
p = radius of curvature (inch)
MB - bending moment developed in a filament as a result
of twist insertion into the yarn (£bf. inch)
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
If diametral moment of inertia of the filament's
cross section (in4 )
M twisting moment developed in a filament as a
result of twist insertion into the yarn (£bf. inch)
Ef modulus of elasticity of the filament (psi)
Gf _ shear modulus of elasticity of the filament (psi)
pf radius of curvature of the filament's axis as it
lies in a twisted singles yarn (inch)
#eff Eeffective angle of twist per unit length of filament
as it lies in a twisted singles yarn
I E polar moment of inertia of the filament's cross
section (in4 )
N y initial number of pretwist turns per unit length
inserted in the singles yarn (turns/inch)
Q E ply twist helix angle
T.S.E. E total tensile strain energy of all filaments in
the singles yarn (£bf. inch)
B.S.E. E total bending strain energy of all filaments in
the singles yarn (£bf. inch)
S.S.E. E total shear strain energy of all filaments in
the singles yarn (£bf. inch)
S E total strain energy (tensile, bending and shear)
of all filaments in the singles yarn (£bf. inch)
N - number of ply yarn twist turns per unit length
(turns/inch)
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APPENDIX A
Differential Geometry of Simple and
Complex Circular Helices(2)
1. Definition of a Circular Helix:
Among all possible helices of geometrical interest,
the circular helix is by far the simplest and the most
important one. When a filament, among many other fila-
ments composing a singles yarn, is twisted around the axis
of the yarn, the two ends of the filament are made to
have a relative rotation, so that if two radial trans-
verses are drawn from points on the axis of rotation to
the ends, there is an angular distance between the trans-
verses, depending on the distance between the ends and
also on the amount of twist inserted. In other words, the
axis of a filament in a straight singles yarn assumes the
form of a right circular helix, whose parametric equation
is:
xi = r cos 6
x2 = r sin 6 (A-l)
x 3 = r e cotQ
If 8 is eliminated between xl and x2 , we have the equation
1 + x2 = r2, which is the projection of the helix on the
x1 - x 2 plane, and is therefore a circle with center at
(0,0) and radius equal to r. Such a helix is laid out in
Fig. (A-l). As is shown therein, the axis of the cylin-
drical surface is that of x3, the helix starts at the point
(r,0,0) and it cuts the generators of the cylindrical
surface at an angle Q.
The constants r and Q determine the dimensions of a
particular circular helix. Q can assume any value between
0 and 7/2. Since re is the length around the circum-
ference of the projection circle in the xi - x2 plane
through which the vectorial angle 8 has travelled, the rise
in the x 3-coordinate is proportional to such a length. In
other words, when the circular helix is developed onto a
plane, it will assume a straight line, inclined to the
-70-
X3
tangent
Figure (A-1)
The Circular Helix
AT
x3 = r6cotQ
Figure (A-2)
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horizon, the perpendicular distance x s dropped from the
line to the horizon would in every case be equal to
re cotQ. Figure (A-2) illustrates this fact.
2. Definition of Twist:
The circular helix may also be expressed in cylin-
drical coordinates so that:
x' = r x 2 , E and x 3 re cotQ (A-2)3
The parametric equation (A-2) of the circular helix in
cylindrical coordinates lends itself readily to a definition
of twist. A cylindrical surface is not twisted unless its
generators assume a shape different from its original one.
Therefore, the generator line itself rather than the
cylindrical surface should be chosen as the basis for
the definition of twist.
Now, 6 is the vectorial angle which specifies the
angular rotation of the radius vector from the xi-axis
of the system, and x3 is the vertical coordinate, and the
definition of twist is:
T = d 1 _ tanQ (radians/unit length) (A-3)dXT r cotQ r
which is a constant for a certain helix.
3. Tangent to the Circular Helix:
The unit tangent (t) to a space curve is defined by
the following direction cosines:
dx.
dx.
Sa. _ (A-4)dS d x. d x. 2/ 2
For a circular helix with eq. (A-l) we have:
j - r sine
de
dx r cos6
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IJ
dxQdX3 - r cotQ
dx. dx.
-d d - = r sin28 + r2cos2 8 + r2 Cot2Q = r2cosec2Q
dx. dx. 1/2
d = r cosecQ
Now, the direction cosines of the unit tangent (t) are:
dxl dxj/de -r sine
t ds - i dx i  1/2 = r cosecQ = - sinesinQ
ds dx/. dx. r cosecQ
dx2  dx2/d_ r cose = cos6sinQ (A-5)
ds dx. dx.11/2 r cosecQL 21de de
dx3  dx3/de r cotQ cosQ
ds dxi dx. 1 i/2 = r cosecQ
de de
The above calculation is verified:
oai ci = (- sin6sinQ) 2 + (cosesinQ)2 + cos2 Q = 1
From eq. (A-5) it can be readily seen that, (1) the
tangent to a circular helix cuts the generators of the
cylinder at the same angle Q everywhere around the helix
independently of the value of the vectorial angle e and,
(2) the tangent has a constant inclination toward the
xl-x2 plane, and the angle (P) between the tangent and
the `X1-x 2 plane equals (rr/2-Q).
4. Principal Normal and Curvature of the Circular Helix:
The unit vector of principal normal (n) is defined
by the following direction cosines:
1 rds ( dzx. d 2s dx 1
i k ds 3 [ d - ( r ) d• (A-6)
where s is the arc length of the curve and k the curvature.
In the present case, we have:
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ds [ dx. dx 1i/2
de dT de
ds (r sine)2 + (r cose) 2 + (r COtQ) 2 ]/2= r cosecQ
d2shence, d- = zero
d2X1 d2x2 d2X3And also, d6 = - r cos d = - r sine, d 2  0;
d2 x. 2
hence, we have (da 2-) = r2 . Now, the curvature is given by:
de2 dk2  r _-0 sin2Q (A-7)k 2 -'(A-7)
(ds)2  r2 cosec:Q) r
Equation (A-7) indicates that the circular helix is a curve
with constant curvature.
Now, the direction cosines of the principal normal will
be:
d2X i  d 2x
- sin!Q 3 (r cosecQ 2x ) 1 r1d 2  (A-8)
sinQ (r cosecQ)3 r de
r
1Therefore, B- (- r cose) = - coser
1
B2  (- r sine) = - sine (A-9)r
=3  0
The above calculation is verified as follows:
(a) ~BiB i = (- cosG)2 + (- sine) 2 + 0 = 1
(b) 2cii = (-sinesinQ)(- cos6) + (cosesinQ)(- sine)
+ (cosQ) (0) = 0 since the principal normal is
perpendicular to the tangent everywhere.
From eq. (A-9), since S3 = 0 it can be concluded that the
principal normal of the circular helix cuts the x3-axis at the
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T
point x 3=x 3 . Therefore, the line connecting a point on the
circular helix and the point on the x3-axis at the same height
as the point on the helix is its principal normal.
5. Binormal of the Circular Helix:
The direction cosines of the unit vector of binormal (b)
of a twisted curve are defined by:
dx. d 2 xk  d 2 x. dx
,Yi = s7( -d7ek) (A- 10)k(
hence, [ =  (r cose) (0) - (-r sine) (r cotQ)
(1sin2Q)(r cosecQ)r
Ss inQ + r sinecotQ] = sinOcosQ
Y2 = Q (r cotQ) (-r cose)-(0)(-r sine)
(rsin2Q)(r cosecQ) 3r
Y2 = [ r 2 cos cotQ = - cosecosQ
S= (1sin2Q)(r cosecQ) 3 [(-r sine) (-r sine)-(rcose) (-rcose)
sinQ 20r 2e 2COS2S = s te aosive + rac sinQ
To summarize the above calculations:
Y, = sine cosQ
Y2 = - cose cosQ (A-11)
Y3 = sinQ
The above calculation is verified as follows:
(a) EYiY i = sin 2Ocos2Q + cos 2ecos 2Q + sin 2Q = 1
(b) 7 i y i = (sinecosQ) (-cose) + (-cosecosQ) (-sine) + 0 = 0
(c) yo iy i = (-sinesinQ) (sinecosQ) + (cos6sinQ)(-cos6cosQ)
+sinQcosQ = zero
since the binormal is perpendicular to both the principal normal
and the tangent.
Figure (A-3) illustrates the formation of the three unit
vectors (E), (n) and (b).
The torsion T of a twisted curve is given by the equation:
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Fig. (A-3): Formation of t, n and b
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T
x 2
xi
fl
-1 "
k'( de)
fl
Sdx d x
where f d I f ,S de I de9
I I
fi fi
f2 f3
-f - fe
etc.
In the case of a circular helix, we have:
k = sin2 Q
r
f, = -r sine
f2 = r cose
f$ = r cotQ
f, = -r cose
f2 = -r sine
f3 =0
III
ft = r sine
ftf
fz = -r cose
I =t
f3 = 0
ds ds = r cosecQ
de
Substituting in eq. (A-12) we get
(s i n ) (r cosecQ)
-r sine
-r cos6
r sine
r cosO r cotQ
-r sine
-r cose
-sinQcosQT= (A-13)
6. Equation of the Helical Torus:
A helical torus is a surface developed around a
circular helix, so that the section of the surface in the
normal plane of the circular helix is a circle of radius
(a), where (a) is less than (r), the radius of the circular
helix. As has been enumerated above, at any point on a
circular helix, the unit vectors of principal normal, bi-
normal and tangent constitute a right-handed system of
rectangular coordinates, corresponding to xi, x2, x3
respectively, with the origin at the point A., tsee Fpg.
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(A-12)
(A-4)] on the circular helix. If now X. be the coordinates
1
of the point B on the helical torus, the vector connecting
the points A and B must assume a form [(a cos4)n +
(a sinp)b], where 4 is the angle between the vector AB
and the principal normal vector n. Thus, the vector
OB to the point B referred to the same origin O as that
for the circular helix shall be defined by the equation:
OB =X.i. = x.i. + (a cos#)n + (a sinO)b (A-14)11 1 1
where ii is the unit vector in the direction of xi.
The direction cosines of E and b are .i and yi respectively,
and the vector OA is given by eq. (A-I). Hence from the
eqs. (A-9) and (A-11) we obtain:
n = .i. = - cosOei - sine i21 1
b = yi.i = sinecosQil - cosecosQi2 + sinQi3
and
OA = Tx.i. = r cos6i + r sini12 + rO cotQi31 1
Substituting in equation (A-14) we get:
1 X.i. = x.i. + (a cos)n + (a sin4)b
= r cosei1 + r sinei2 + re cotQi 3
+ a cosp(-cosei1 - siner 2 )
+ a siný(sinecosQi 1 - cosecosQi 2 + sinQi 3)
X... = [r cos8 - a cos#cose + a sinpsinecosQlij
+ [r sine - a cospsine - a sinpcosecosQ]i 2
+ [re cotQ + a sin#sinQ]i3 (A-15)
Equation (A-15) is the equation to the helical torus,
i.e., a torus wound up around a circular helix; the radius
of the torus being (a). For a definite value of 6, P
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Fig. (A-4): Formation of a Helical Torus
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X2
varies parametrically from 0 to 27, and the fact that
the vector contains two independent parameters (e, 8)
ensures that the locus of Xi is a two dimensional element,
or a surface.
Figure (A-4) illustrates the formation of a rec-
tangular coordinate system at the point A by the unit
vectors t, n and b and the helical torus.
7. Circular Helix around a Helical Axis:
The geometrical position of an individual filament
in a plied yarn or in a bent singles yarn can be
represented by a circular helix around a helical axis,
where in the latter case, the helical axis is an arc of
a circle. The axis of the singles yarn will herein be
called the primary helix, and the axis of the individual
filament (which assumes the form of a circular helix
around a helical axis) will be called the secondary helix.
As explained earlier, in the case of the circular
helix with a straight axis, the angle 6 which the radius
vector makes with the starting xl-axis increases as the
curve rises along the x3-axis. By analogy, the circular
helix around a circular helix shall have the same
geometrical property, i.e., the angle C which the vector
AB makes with the starting axis of (n), the principal
normal at A, shall also increase as the point A travels
along the circular helix. This is accomplished by
defining ý to be a uni-valued function of 8, so that for
each'definite value of 8 there would be one and only one
value of #, to correspond to the point occupied by the
secondary helix in the normal plane of the primary helix.
The simplest equation that serves this purpose would be:
ý = )e + 80 (A-16)
where 8o is the initial phase difference between 8 and p,
and X is a constant for a particular plied yarn which
depends on the ratio between twist of the singles yarn and
the ply twist of the plied yarn.
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If 6 is taken to be zero, i.e. if $ = e = 0 at
x3 = X3 = 0, eq. (A-16) reduces to 6 = -A. When this
relation between ý and 6 is introduced into eq. (A-15)
of the helical torus around a helical axis, we obtain the
parametric equation of the circular helix around a helical
axis, in terms of e as follows:
X, = r cose - a cosxecose + a sinlesinecosQ
X2 = r sine - a cosl8sine - a sinAecosecosQ (A-17)
X3 = recotQ + a sinAesinQ
Figure (A-5) shows the formation of the circular helix
around a circular helix, i.e. (the secondary helix).
8. Significance of the Parameter (A):
From the equation ý = AG, it can be seen that as
6 varies from 0 to 27, p will vary from 0 to 2A7. It
is thus evident that A shall have the technical signifi-
cance of being the ratio of the twist of the singles yarn
to that of its axis in the plied yarn. If the singles
yarn has wound up along its own axis two times in the ply
while, during the same time, the ply twist is turned
only once, i.e. ý varies from 0 to 47r, while e varies
from 0 to 27, A shall have the value of 4r/27 = 2. In
general, for T2 turns of the singles yarn around its
own curved axis, there may be T1 turns around the plying
axis, and the value for A depends on the ratio (T2/Ti).
However, if T1 and T2 are expressed in terms of turns
per unit length along their corresponding axes, the
relationship between A, T2 and T1 must be derived as
follows: Let T2 be the turns of the singles yarn in ply
turned around its curved axis per unit length of the
axis, and Ti be the turns of the helical axis per unit
length along its straight axis. From the definition of
twist [eq. (A-3)], we have;
I deT1 = d (turns/unit length)2Tr dx 3
T2 1 d (turns/unit length)27r ds
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The Secon-
dary Helix
The
mary Helix
Fig. (A-5): Formation of the Secondary Helix
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where ds is the differential arc length along the primary
helix. Since d4 = Ade, ds = r cosecQde and dx3 = r cotQde,
we obtain;
de = 27 Ti dx3  , dP = 27 T 2 ds
de = Xde
27T 2 ds = X2rTI dx 3
27T 2 rcosecQ do = 2iT 1i rcotQde
T2 = XT1 cosQ
T 2  1
T1 cosQ (A-18)
X can also assume a negative value, and in such a case,
the angles e and # rotate in opposite directions. In other
words, if the primary helix is a right-handed one, the
secondary helix would be a left-handed helix.
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SYMBOLS
r = radius of the primary helix
8 = vectorial angle of the primary helix
a = radius of the secondary helix
= vectorial angle of the secondary helix
X = a parameter relating ý and 0
x. = coordinates of the primary helix
X. = coordinates of the secondary helix
1
Q = helix angle of the primary helix
k = curvature of the primary helix
t = unit tangent vector to the primary helix
n = unit principal normal vector to the primary helix
b = unit binormal vector of the primary helix
a. = direction cosines of t1
= direction cosines of ni
y = direction cosines of F
T = torsion of the primary helix
T = helix twist
S = arc length of the primary helix
i. = unit vector in the x. directions.
1 1
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APPENDIX B
GEOMETRIC TWIST RESULTING FROM HELICAL BUCKLING
OF INITIALLY STRAIGHT STRANDS
Consider an initially straight and twistless strand
of length (L) buckled in the form of a right z-circular
helix, as shown in Figs. (B-1) and (B-2), without any
relative rotation of the ends of the strand. The geometric
S-twist turns per unit length (N) inserted in the strand
due to helical buckling is:
(L-U)N (L--U) S-twist turns/unit length (B-l)
From Fig. (B-3), (L) and (U) can be expressed in terms of
the helix angle (Q) and the helix radius (r) as follows:
1 sinQ
- r(B-2)L 2nr
U 1 U _ sinQ
-2 L2 cosQ (B-3)L LL 2Tfr
Substituting from eqs. (B-2) and (B-3) into (B-1) we
obtain:
sinQ sinQ cosQ (B-4)
27rr 2Trr
and the angle of twist per unit length (a) of the
strand, shown in Fig. (B-4), would be:
a = 27N =sinQ sinQ cosQ --(radians/unit(B-5)
r r length)
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SYMBOLS
L - axial length of straight strand
U - axial length of the helix assumed by strand's
buckled axis
N - number of geometric twist turns/unit length
r - radius of helix assumed by strand's axis
Q - helix angle
S- angle of twist/unit length.
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Figure (B-3)
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Figure (B-2)
Figure (B-4)
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APPENDIX C
Computer program (in MAD language) for determination
of the ply twist helix angle corresponding to a minimum
of the strain energy of a plied system of two equally
pretwisted monofilaments
Given by Eq. (111.40)
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p a3med mad
W 1634.3
MARK=0
AA PRINT COMMENT $ENTER DATA$
PRNT = 0.
READ AND PRINT DATA
P1=3.1415927
CNVT=3.14159/180.
FMAX = 85.*CNVT
ANIT=ANGL*CNVT
DEL-(FMAX-ANIT)/40.
ANSN = 1000000.
ANSO=1000000.
Al T'H A2, FOR F=ANIT,DEL,F.G.FMAX
W'R MARK.E.1,T'O B
AN1-ANS
ANS=ANSO
ANSO-ANSN
B MARK=0
RF=R*(1.-GNU*(1./COS.(F)+(DL/SL)/COS.(F)-1.))
NP=(SIN.(F)/CS(F)/COS.(F))/(2.*PI*RF)
ANS1-.5*E*((1./COS.(F)+DL/(SL*COS.(F))-1.).P.2)*PI*R*R*SL
ANS21=E*(PI/4.)*(RF.P.4)*.5*(SIN.(F).P.4)/(RF.P.2)
ANS2=ANS21*(SL+DL)*1./COS.(F)
ANS31=((2.*PI*SN*COS.(F)-SIN.(F)*COS.(F)/RF).P.2)
ANS32=ANS31*(SL+DL)*l./COS.(F)
ANS3-ANS32*.5*G*PI*.5*(RF.P.4.)
ANSN=ANS1+ANS2+ANS3
W'R PRNT .NE.0
PRINT RESULTS ANSN ,ANS,RF,ANS 1,ANS2,ANS3
O'E
E'L
W'R ANSO.LE.ANSN,T'O A 2 1
A2 CONTINUE
PRINT COMMENT $FMAX EXCEEDED$
T'O A5
A21 W'R (.ABS.((ANSO-ANSN)/(ANSN)).LE..000000001), T'O A4
W'R (F-2.*DEL).L.ANIT, T'O A22
ANIT=F-2.*DEL
A22 ANSN-ANS
ANSO=AN1
ANS=AN2
AN1-AN2
FMAX=F+DEL
DEL-(FMAX-ANIT)/40.
W'R (ANIT.L.0).OR .(DEL.LE.0)
A5 PRINT COMMENT $DEL=0$
TRANSFER TO A4
O'E
W'R DEL.G. .00002
MARK-1
TRANSFER TO Al
O'E
E'L
E'L
A4 VALUE=F/CNVT
PRINT RESULTS VALUEANSNANS1,ANS2,ANS3,RFNP
T'O AA
E'M
R 1.783+.666
APPENDIX D
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN YARN RADIUS AND YARN TWIST
Consider a zero twist singles yarn comprising a
number of uniform, parallel and straight filaments (Nf).
Let these filaments be packed in a close hexagonal arrange-
ment such that the maximum packing density in the cross-
section is obtained. In this arrangement, every internal
filament is surrounded by six others all touching it,
so that every internal void is bounded by three filaments,
as shown in Fig. (D-l).
To calculate the packing density for this singles
yarn with zero twist, let us take any three filaments
surrounding an internal void. The packing density (k),
defined as the area of the triangle ABC less the area
of the void--the blackened area in Fig. (D-l)--divided
by the area of the triangle ABC, would be 7/243 = 0.9070.
However, for a yarn that has a circular cross-sectional
outline, the voids between the outer shell of filaments
and the circumscribing circle must be considered. The
effect of these voids in reducing the overall packing
density can be large if there are few filaments. On the
other hand, this effect can be neglected by assuming that
the filament radius is negligibly small compared to the
yarn radius, in other words (Nf) is large.
Assuming complete freedom of motion of the filaments,
let us twist the yarn (N) number of turns per unit length
of twisted length. The cross-section of the twisted
yarn will show the filaments as ellipses, with the major
axis of length(2rfsecq)and the minor axis of length 2rf.
Therefore, the degree of ellipticity will increase from
zero at the center to a maximum at the outside. The
packing density (k) for the twisted yarn can then be
calculated in the following way: assume that the axis of
every filament follows a circular helix of radius (R) and
pitch (1/N). Then R = 0 for the center filament and
R = R for the outer shell filaments, where (R ) is the
y y
twisted yarn radius. With reference to Fig. (D-2), the
-90-
2 rf Sin(T)
Figure (D-1)
14- 2TR
Figure (D-2) Figure (D-3)
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Ihelix angle (q) of the filament axis can be expressed in
terms of R and N by eq. (D-l)
sec q = 1 + 4.r 2 R2N2  (D-l)
Again, recalling that the filament radius is assumed very
small, the difference in angle (q) for a filament in a
certain shell and for another filament in an immediately
adjacent shell can be neglected. Therefore, the degree
of ellipticity of a filament cross-section in one shell
and another filament cross-section in an adjacent shell
can be considered the same. Assuming that close hexagonal
packing still applies, the arrangement of filaments
cross-sections in an infinitesimal portion of the cross-
section of the yarn can be as shown in Fig. (D-3).
Now, for the purpose of calculation of the packing
density (k) let us consider the area surrounded by the
rectangle ABCD, shown in Fig. (D-3). By definition, (k)
is the ratio of the area of rectangle ABCD less the
blackened area (area of the void) divided by the area of
the rectangle ABCD. The side AB will be (2rf secq) and
the other side BC will be 2rf sin (r/3). Therefore;
Tf (rf secq)
k r - - 0.9070 (D-2)
(2rf 2 )(2rf secq)
Equation (D-2) shows that for the close hexagonal packing
assumed (k) is unchanged by the twisting of the yarn, and
isuniform over all the cross-section of the yarn. Bearing
this in mind, in an annulus of the cross-section of the
twisted yarn the area is 2rRdR and the area occupied by
the filaments is 27kRdR. As the elliptical cross-
sectional area of a filament is (rrr secq), the number of
filaments in the annulus is therefore;
21rkRdRdN =(D-3)dNf 7r secq
Hence, the total number of filaments, (Nf), in a twisted
yarn of radius (R ) is;
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R=RhdN fX yf 2k Rd R
N = dN ff r secq
R=0
R=R
N 2k RdR
f r2
N f 2 r 1 + 47 2 N2 R 2 (D-4)
Equation (D-4) can be rewritten in the following forms;
Ni NTf N rf
R = r fT + 1 (D-5)
or; AR - BN2 = (D-6)y
2
k Nfpr
where A N and B = k
For the case of a twistless yarn, i.e. N=0, eq. (D-5)
reduces to R = rfN which, upon squaring both sides
2 2 1
and multiplying by 7r gives R2 = r 2Nf k which shows
that the area of the cross-section of a zero twist yarn
is the sum of the cross-sectional areas of the individual
filaments corrected for the voids enclosed in between
the filaments. On the other hand, eq. (D-6) shows that
the relation between the yarn radius (R ) and the yarny
twist (N) is of a hyperbolic form, as shown in
Fig. (D-4). As a typical example, let us consider the
case of a nylon 66 multifilament yarn 70/34, (i.e. yarn
count is 70 denier and number of filaments is 34). The
filament count in denier is 70/34 = 2.059. Taking the
density of nylon 66 as 1.14gm/cc, the radius of the
filament rf would be 0.3146xl0 -3 inches. The relationship
between yarn radius and yarn twist, based on eq. (D-5)
for the 70/34 nylon yarn is shown in Fig. (D-5), from
which it can be seen that the change in yarn radius due
to insertion of twist is small (negligible) for low
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values of twist. For example, the change in yarn radius
corresponding to a twist factor of 3.44 (i.e., 30 turns/inch)
is 1.58%. However, when the twist factor is increased
to 10.3 (i.e. 90 turns/inch) the change in yarn radius
is 13.8%, which is quite significant.
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SYMBOLS
Nf number of filaments in the singles yarn
N - number of twist turns per unit length of twisted
length of the yarn
rf - filament radius
q E helix angle of the filament's axis
k E packing density of singles yarn cross-section
R - helix radius of the filament's axis
R E twisted yarn radiusy
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APPENDIX E
Computer program (in MAD language) for determination
of the ply twist helix angle corresponding to a minimum
of the strain energy of a plied system of two equally
pretwisted multifilament singles yarns.
Given by eq. (IV-29).
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. p alexa mad 11 72
W 1609.2
AA PRINT COMMENT $ENTER DATA$
MARK=0
PRNT = 0.
READ AND PRINT DATA
CNVT=3.14159/180.
FMAX = 85.*CNVT
ANIT=ANGL*CNVT
DEL=(FMAX-ANIT)/20.
ANSN = 1000000.
ANSO=1000000.
Al T'H A2, FOR F=ANITDEL.F.G.FMAX
W'R MARK.E.1,T'O 8
AN1=ANS
ANS=ANSO
ANSO = ANSN
B MARK=0 o
PI=3.1415927
K=.9070
LH=LHP*(1./COS.(F))
RY=RF*((NF/K).P..5)
NY=NYI-(SIN.(F)*COS.(F))/(2.*PI*RY)
IF-PI*(RF.P.4)/4.
IFP=2.*IF
COSM-1./((1.+(2.*PI*RY*NY).P.2).P..5)
SECMI1./COSM
SINM=2.*PI*RY*NY*COSM
TANM=SINM/COSM
ANS1lNF*EF*PI*LF*((RF/RY).P.2)*(((LH/LF).P.2)*1./(12.*PI
1*PI*NY*NY)*(((SECM).P.3)-l.)+l./(4.*PI*PI*NY*NY)*(SECM-
21.)-(LH/LF)*RY*RY)
W'R ANS1.L.0
ANS1-0.
O'E
EANS2=NF*EF*IF*LH*(1./2.*RY*RY)*(2.*LOG.(SECM)-(SINM.P.2))
W'R ANS2.L.0
ANS2=0.
O'E
E'L
ANS3=.5*(NF*EF*IF*(4.*LOG.(SECM)-(SINM.P.2)*3.+(1.-(COSM.
1 P.4)))*(1./(TANM.P.2))+NF*IFP*GF*((SINM.P.2)*(2.-(COSM.P
2 .2))-2.*LOG.(SECM))*(1./(2.*(TANM.P.2))))*(SIN. (F).P.4)
3 *(1./RY*RY)
W'R ANS3.L.0
ANS3=0.
O'E
E'L
ANS4=NF*GF*IFP*LH*.5*(1./RY*RY)*(SINM.P.2)
ANSN=ANSI+ANS2+ANS3+ANS4
W'R PRNT .NE.0
P'S FANS1,ANS2,ANS3,ANS4,ANSN
O'E
E'L
W'R ANSO.LE. ANSN,T'O A21
42 CONTINUE
PRINT COMMENT $FMAX EXCEEDED$
T'O A5
421 W'R (.ABS.((ANSO-ANSN)/(ANSN)).LE..000000001), T'O A4
W'R (F-2.*DEL).L.ANIT, T'O A22
ANIT=F-2.*DEL
422 ANSN -ANS
ANSO-ANI
ANS-AN2
AN1-AN2
FMAX=F+DEL
DEL=(FMAX-ANIT)/20.
W'R (ANIT.L.0).OR .(DEL.LE.0)
A5 PRINT COMMENT $DEL=0$
TRANSFER TO A4
O'E
W'R DEL.G. .0000002
MARK-1
TRANSFER TO Al
O'E
E'L
E'L
A4 VALUE=F/CNVT
PRINT RESULTS VALUE,ANS1,ANS2,ANS3,ANS4,ANSN
T'O AA
E'M
